Foreword

It’s a real pleasure to write the foreward to this latest edition of *SSIS Unleashed*. A lot has changed since the first edition. SQL Server has a new edition, the business environment is ever more challenging, and Kirk and I both have new jobs.

SQL Server 2008 includes many enhancements in its Business Intelligence platform in general and several key improvements in its Integration Services component, which is the subject of this book. The new pipeline improvements and support for persistent lookups will help your SSIS packages scale to unprecedented levels. The addition of change data capture and the new Merge SQL statement will make it easier for you to write cleaner, simpler SSIS packages.

These enhancements come at a good time. We live in an interconnected world that makes ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) more important than ever. As of this writing, the economy is in turmoil and companies everywhere need an accurate, current, three hundred and sixty degree view of their business. Responsible, proactive IT departments integrate data from across the enterprise to present a complete view of the business to their business users. Further, leading companies are accustomed to sharing data with business partners and customers. Think of code sharing among airlines or telecom companies that download call-level detail information to their customers. Many companies purchase data from syndicated data providers, and the Internet has grown to become a rich data source to companies that want to deepen their relationship with consumers. All of these business activities are well served by ETL tools, specifically SQL Server 2008 Integration Services.

As in the first edition, Kirk Haselden is your enthusiastic and capable guide. His deep passion for data and its value to companies and to users has guided his career for many years. He was the Development Manager who delivered SSIS in SQL Server 2005. That effort helped cement SQL Server 2005 as a leader in the data warehousing and business intelligence markets. By 2006 Microsoft customers were asking for help in managing “master data.” I turned to Kirk to start and lead a team that would go on to research the MDM market and, in 2007, begin implementation of Microsoft’s SharePoint Master Data Services product. I can’t wait to see the results of Kirk’s latest effort.

In the meantime, you have this latest edition of *SSIS Unleashed*. As in the first edition, you get a development manager’s—and insider’s—view of the product. Kirk takes you inside the product and provides the insight that will help you optimize your use of the product, and your impact on your organization. He provides advice that goes beyond just ETL and addresses good practices that will help you beyond your data integration work. For example, in the new chapter on troubleshooting, Kirk exhorts you to avoid the fuss in the first place, providing a simple roadmap to keeping your implementations simple from the start. Other new chapters cover advance packages, the profiling task, the ADO.NET destination, and other new components. Whether you are migrating from SQL Server 2005 to SQL Server 2008, or if SQL Server 2008 is your first SQL Server experience, you will be well served by this book.

As always, it’s been a privilege and a pleasure to work with Kirk. His passion and energy are infectious. His care and concern for customers is inspiring. And his writing continues to be top-notch. I hope you enjoy this book.

*Bill Baker, CTO Visible Technologies*

*November 2008, Seattle, WA*
What Is Integration Services and Why Do I Need It?

This chapter is a brief introduction to Integration Services, its origins, its history, and a high-level view of what Integration Services is and how it can be used.

What Is SQL Server Integration Services?

Depending on whom you ask, you might get different answers to that question ranging from descriptions such as a data import/export wizard, to an ETL tool, to a control flow engine, to an application platform, or to a high-performance data transformation pipeline. All are correct because Integration Services is a set of utilities, applications, designers, components, and services all wrapped up into one powerful software application suite. SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) is many things to many people.

Data Import/Export Wizard

One of the most popular features of Integration Services is the Import/Export Wizard, which makes it easy to move data from a source location such as a flat file or database table to a flat file, table, or other destination. The Import/Export Wizard was the first utility developed back in the SQL Server 7.0 time frame and continues today as an important utility in the database administrator’s (DBA) toolbox.

ETL Tool

ETL is an acronym for Extract, Transform, and Load and describes the processes that take place in data warehousing
environments for extracting data from source transaction systems; transforming, cleaning, deduplicating, and conforming the data; and finally loading it into cubes or other analysis destinations. Although Data Transformation Services (DTS), Integration Services' predecessor application, was considered a valuable tool for doing ETL, Integration Services is where true Enterprise ETL became available in SQL Server.

**Control Flow Engine**

The processes involved in moving data from location to location and transforming it along the way are not restricted to only processing data. Integration Services provides a control flow for performing work that is tangentially related to the actual processing that happens in data flow, including downloading and renaming files, dropping and creating tables, rebuilding indexes, performing backups, and any other number of tasks. Integration Services provides a full-featured control flow to support such activities.

**Application Platform**

Developers can create applications that use Integration Services as a platform, embedding the engines within their application using the provided object models. As a developer, you can embed the Integration Services engines and components within your applications using the object models.

**High Performance Data Transformation Data Pipeline**

That’s a mouthful and really incorporates two ideas: high performance and data pipelining. The Data Flow Task is a high-performance tool because you can use it to perform complex data transformations on very large datasets for incredibly performant processing. The pipeline concept means that you can process data from multiple heterogeneous data sources, through multiple parallel sequential transformations, into multiple heterogeneous data destinations, making it possible to process data found in differing formats and on differing media in one common “sandbox” location.

**A Short Integration Services History**

Integration Services is the successor to Data Transformation Services (DTS). DTS had humble beginnings. It was started on a shoestring budget with very few resources. Its first incarnation was a proof-of-concept transformation, which later became known as the data pump. The proof of concept caught the attention of some folks around Microsoft, and it was given some funding.

The first release of DTS shipped with SQL Server 7.0 to receptive users. The alternatives at the time were either difficult to work with, expensive, or both. Many DBAs were forced to write custom transformation software, which was inflexible and difficult to maintain. Some tools had limitations, such as the need for source and destination schemas to match exactly, direct dependence on a particular database product, and/or no transformation capabilities. Many wrote custom parsing and transformation applications. For example, many companies are only now converting from hand-coded flat file parsers, SQL scripts, and transformation code to a standard platform such as Integration Services.
The first release of DTS addressed several of these issues and simplified life for a lot of people. By using OLEDB for its data access layer, DTS could access various data sources with little or no custom coding. DTS was also affordable because it shipped “in the box” with SQL Server. Users had access to all the power of more expensive products, yet incurred no additional cost for their ETL tools. This was obviously a benefit to IT shops trying to stretch their budgets. DTS was a flexible product that was easy to use. There were also a number of standard tasks in the box, including the Transform Data, Execute Process, Active X Script, Execute SQL, and Bulk Insert Tasks.

SQL Server 8.0 added even more functionality by adding more tasks. The Execute Package, FTP, and MSMQ Tasks added incremental improvements across the product. However, users experienced some frustration with DTS when attempting to work with large datasets and some of the other limitations inherent in a script-based tool. The time was ripe to create a truly enterprise-ready integration tool.

In 2000, SQL Server decided to make a substantial investment in the ETL and Integration space and brought together some talented folks who formulated the ideas behind the Data Flow Task and the next version of Integration Services. Over a period of five years, the development time frame for SQL Server 2005, the DTS team completely redesigned and rewrote DTS to become Integration Services 2005.

Integration Services 2008 is the next incarnation of that release. While not as revolutionary a release as in 2005, Integration Services 2008 brings some new capabilities and incremental improvements across the product.

How This Book Is Organized

This book is organized into eight parts starting with basic introductory or conceptual discussions and steadily transitioning to more advanced topics. The first parts are appropriate for those seeking a high-level overview of Integration Services. The middle parts are appropriate for users such as database administrators, ETL developers, and data architects. The last part is appropriate for those interested in writing custom components or simply better understanding how Integration Services works “under the covers.”

- Part I, “Getting Started,” covers how to set up the sample packages and sources, set up Integration Services, and migrate packages from DTS.
- Part II, “Integration Services Basics,” is a conceptual and practical guide to understanding and using the product. This is a high-level overview of important concepts.
- Part III, “Control Flow Services,” covers the actual process of building packages and should give those who are new to SSIS the basic skills necessary to find their way around in the designer.
- Part IV, “Management Services,” covers some of the more challenging topics such as how to debug, troubleshoot, diagnose, secure, and deploy packages.
Part VI, “Solving Common Challenges,” covers the features that support the day-to-day management of Integration Services solutions.


Part VIII, “Programming Integration Services,” teaches you how to build components that plug into Integration Services. These look good now.

Each chapter was written to stand alone as much as possible. Although some topics naturally rely on other previously discussed concepts, great effort was made to write the chapters so that each could be read independently. Also, most of the topics are reinforced with samples. Samples are an important part of this book and should be studied carefully if you want to fully understand Integration Services.

The Sample Projects

In the provided samples, numerous sample solutions with packages illustrate the discussed concepts. In addition, custom task and custom component projects are provided that you can study to better understand how to write custom components for Integration Services. The custom tasks, components, and utilities provided are as follows:

- **SampleTask**—A rudimentary task discussed in Chapter 28, “Building Custom Tasks.”
- **StarterTask**—A custom task project with a full task UI you can use to start your own custom task project.
- **HTTPTask**—A custom task for downloading files via HTTP. This is a simple task with no UI.
- **ExpressionTask**—A custom task for evaluating expressions using the Integration Services Expression Evaluator engine.
- **CryptoTask**—A fully functional task for encrypting and decrypting text files using the Rijndael algorithm.
- **ImageFileSrc**—A Data Flow Source Adapter for reading image file information from JPG files.
- **DataProfiler**—A Data Flow transform for profiling data.
- **SQLClientDest**—A Data Flow Destination Adapter for writing data flow data to SQL Server using the ADO.NET SQL Client provider.
- **ODBCDest**—A Data Flow Destination Adapter for writing data flow data to SQL Server using the SQL Server ODBC Client provider.
- **ConfigEdit**—A simple utility for editing configurations in a package.
- **ConfigBatch**—A utility for adding, modifying, or deleting a configuration from multiple packages in a batch.
By purchasing this book, you have license to use and freely distribute these components. You can also modify the components in any way you want for sale or redistribution. In the event that you do use this code, a small attribution to this book and the author would be appreciated.

**Summary**

SQL Server Integration Services is a complex, flexible, and powerful product with many uses. Many people use Integration Services for enterprise extract, transform, and load purposes. Others use it for an IT management tool for doing things like backing up databases. Others use it as an integration tool for synchronizing multiple systems. However you use it, Integration Services can be frustrating and difficult to learn. Hopefully, this book will enable you to take advantage of all that power and flexibility in as little time as possible.
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ReleaseConnections, 448
runtime, 675-676
SetString, 687
SSIS-specific, adding to tasks, 626
task user interfaces, 649
Validate, adding to tasks, 629, 631
Microsoft SQL Server Native Client, 248
Microsoft website, downloads page, 191
Microsoft.Data.TransformationServices assembly, 648
Microsoft.SQLServer.Dts.Design assembly, 648
Migrate DTS 2000 Package command (SSIS Packages Node context menu), 75
migration
Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 32
Upgrade Advisor, 29
installing, 29
running, 31
Migration Wizard, 18, 32
connections, 34
launching, 35
migration failure, 32
settings, 35
tasks, 33-34
Misner, Stacia, 571
Miss Cache, Lookup transform, 492-493
Mitchell, Allen, 571
modal dialog boxes, avoiding, 271
moving
database objects, 553-554
packages, 552
moving files, 600-604
MSDN IS website, 20
MSMQ Connection Manager, 187, 240
MSMQ Task, 184-186
configuring, 186
Receive mode, 188-190
Send mode, 187
custom breakpoints, 190
Multicast transform, 415-416
MultiFile Connection Manager, 242-243
MultiFlatFile Connection Manager, 243-244
N
Name property
containers, 103
variables, 138
names
computer, WQL, 193
conflicting task, 663
log events, 663
strong, custom components, 612
namespaces, 193
naming packages, best practices, 569
navigating packages, 56
Navigator window, 56
network connection managers, 222
network speed constraint, 518
New Connection command (SSIS menu), 45
new dimension tables, 477
New method, task user interface, 646
New Output data flow, 473
No Match output, Lookup transform, 492
noncontainers, 106
nonstandard settings
Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 177
XML Task, 219
null functions, 153
in Expression Evaluator, 166
number of CPUs constraint, 517
O
Object Explorer (Management Studio), 338
objects
ComponentMetaData, 666-667
database, moving, 553-554
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other software running on the same machine constraint, 517
outer variables, Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 177
output buffer references, storing, 701
output columns, defining, 699
output paths, custom components, 617-618
Output window, 85
outputIDs parameter (PrimeOutput method), 676
outputs, 380
adding source adapters, 449
asynchronous
    creating, 460-461
    Data Flow Task, 380
    execution trees, 508-509
component, 678-679
error
    components, 386-388
    Data Flow Task, 380
staging, 477
    synchronous, execution trees, 508
Outputs parameter (PrimeOutput method), 675
overriding package configurations, 554-555

P
Package Configuration Wizard
    configurations, creating, 528
    Parent Package Variable configurations, 542
    Registry settings, 541
    SQL Server Table configurations, 544
Package Configurations command (SSIS menu), 44
Package Configurations dialog box, 67
Package Configurations Organizer, 531-532
Package container, 114
    code, 113
    collections, 113

properties
    CreationDate, 116
    CreatorComputerName, 116
    CreatorName, 116
    MaxConcurrentExecutables, 116
    PackagePriorityClass, 116
    PackageType, 115
    VersionBuild, 116
    VersionComments, 116
    VersionGUID, 117
    VersionMajor, 116
    VersionMinor, 116
Package Explorer view (designers), 65
Package Installation Wizard, 548-550
    File System Deployment option, 550
    launching, 550
    SQL Server Deployment option, 550-551
Package Migration Wizard, 30
package paths, 526-527
    acquisition information, 530
    configurations, 528-531
    indirect configurations, 530
    syntax, 528
package size constraint, 517
package-protection options (Execute Package Task), 206
PackageID properties, 174
PackageName property, 174
PackagePriorityClass property, 116
packages, 90-91
    access control, storage, 362-366
    building
        best practices, 558-569
        Script Task, 272-273
    channels, encrypting, 204
    configurations, 67, 526
    creating, 528, 532
packages 737

editing, 536
effects, 528
failure, 534
organizing, 531-532
overriding, 554-555
overview, 546
package paths, 526-531
property values, 526
types, 533-546
warnings, filtering out, 547
configuring Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 174
connection managers, 90, 92
containers, 90, 93
contents, viewing, 76
control child packages, 586
CustomLogging.dtsx, 276
debugging, Project Pages dialog box, 74
deleting from projects, 77
deploying, 548
  as files versus into SQL Server, 345
  best practices, 570
  Deployment utility, 548-552
designing, best practices, 571
diagnostic information, 85
DownloadFileViaHTTP.dtsx, 240, 274
DTS, creating, 177
designing, 77
elements, adding, 520
embedding, 176
environment changes, troubleshooting, 553-554
errors, viewing, 84-85
events, 295
Execute Process Task, 208-209
executing, 76, 204
  SQL Server Agent, 348-349
expression driven, 599-600
FileSystem.dtsx, 178
forcing failure of, 593
FuzzyLookup.dtsx, 478
HandleException, 276-277
ImportExportColumn.dtsx, 424
individual context menus
  editing options, 77
  Exclude from Project, 77
  Execute Package, 76
  Reload with Upgrade, 77
  Set as Startup Object, 76
  View Code, 76
  View Designer, 77
LoadingATextFile.dtsx, 275
location dependence, troubleshooting, 553
log providers, 90, 92
logging, configuring, 298-299
Lookup.dtsx, 495
LoopContainers, 113
maintenance plan, executing, 204
moving, 552
navigating, 56
parent packages, 143
paths, Taskhost containers, 107
precedence constraints, 90, 93
protection levels, 368-371
  DontSaveSensitive, 368
  EncryptAllWithPassword, 369
  EncryptAllWithUserKey, 369
  encryption, 371
  EncryptSensitiveWithPassword, 369
  EncryptSensitiveWithUserKey, 368
  ServerStorage, 370
refactoring, 586
roles, 364-366
running, 63
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saving, 79-80
SequenceContainers, 111
simplifying, 585
starting, 121
storing
SQL servers, 364-366
SSIS servers, 362-364
structuring, containers, 100
table driven, 323
tasks, 91
Data Flow, 93-95
testing, best practices, 570
troubleshooting, 575
breakpoints, 576-578
Execution Results window, 579-580
upgrading, 77
variables, 90-92
WaitUntilTerminated, 342
PackageType property, 115
parameters
buffers, PrimeOutput method, 676
Connections (Execute method), 632
IDTSCOMPONENTEVENTS, 633-635
IDTSLogging, 636-637
inputID (ProcessInput method), 676
mapping, 148, 212-214
outputs (PrimeOutput method), 675-676
passing, Web Services Task, 202
substitutions for queries, 213
TaskType, 621
VariableDispenser, 633
variables as, 271
Parent Package Variable package configurations, 541-542
parent packages, 143
parent variables, hiding, 149
partial cache mode, 513
password properties, 623
paths
Data Flow Task, 380
packages, Taskhost containers, 107
paths (package), 526-527
acquisition information, 530
configuration types, 528-529
configurations, 529-531
indirect configurations, 530
syntax, 528
Pending Checkins window, 357
Percentage Sampling transform, 426
performance
constraints, measuring, 520
data flow, 515
pipeline, 698
Script Component, 446
Slowly Changing Dimension Wizard and
transform, 476
PerformUpgrade method, 675
persistence, Taskhost containers, 107
pipeline components, Data Flow Task, 379
pipeline performance counters, 698
pipelines, 4
placeholder tasks, 49
platforms, applications, 4
Plug-in Selection tab (Options dialog box), 354
PostExecute method, 448, 676
Precedence Constraint Editor, 161
precedence constraints, 21, 90, 93, 161-162
PreExecute method, 448, 675, 699-701
destination adapters, 693
batch tables, 693-694
columns, mapping, 695-696
INSERT statement, creating, 694-695
PrepareForExecute method, 675
Preview tab (Flat File Connection Manager
Editor), 237
PrimeOutput method, 669, 675, 701
prioritizing constraints, 517
private queues, 185
processing
  multiple flat files, 402
  rows with errors, 388
ProcessInput method, 669, 676, 701-702
  destination adapters, 697
Product Key dialog box, 11
profile requests, 280
profiles
  columns, 699-701
  rows, 701-702
profiling, Data Profiling Task
  configuring, 284-285
  profile requests, 280
  profile types, 282-283
progress messages, Script Task, 271
Progress view (designers), 64
Project Build Order command (Solution Explorer context menu), 70
Project context menu, 72-73
Project Dependencies command (Solution Explorer context menu), 70
Project Dependencies dialog box, 71
Project Pages dialog box, 74
Project Properties dialog box, 74-75
projects
  creating, 120
  creating with BIDS, 43
  debugging, 71-72
  packages, deleting, 77
  startup, changing, 75
  unloading, 74
proof-of-concept components, building, 446
properties
  ADO.NET Source Adapter
    IsSorted, 395-397
    SortKeyPosition, 396-397
  AllowConfigurationChanges, 549
  BlobTempStoragePath, 513
  BufferTempStoragePath, 513
  component tables, 393
  ConfigString, 530
  ConfigurationType, 528-529
  ConfigurationVariable, 529-530
  containers
    execution, 103-104
    Expressions, 106
    forced execution, 104-105
    identification, 103
    LoggingMode, 106
    transaction, 105-106
  CreateDeploymentUtility, 549
  CreationName, variables, 139
data flow components, 668
Data Flow Task
  buffer size, 384
  components, 381-382
  deleting components, 384
  engine threads, 384
  storage paths, 384
  DefaultBufferMaxRows, 502, 513
  DefaultBufferMaxSize, 513
  DefaultBufferSize, 502, 384
  DefaultMaxBufferRows, 384
  DelayValidation
    containers, 104
    File Connection Manager, 231
  DeploymentOutputPath, 549
  Description, containers, 103
destination adapters, 689-690
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DestinationFileConnectionManager, tasks, 624
Disable, containers, 104
DisableEventHandlers, containers, 104
EncryptionOperation, 625
EngineThreads, 514
EvaluateAsExpression, 161
   SQL Task example, 148-149
variables, 140
ExecutionResult, containers, 104
ExecutionValue
   containers, 104
   Dts object, 268
tasks, 639
ExecValueVariable, containers, 105
ExpectBOM, Import Column transform, 420
Expression, 106, 140, 161, 412
FailPackageOnFailure, containers, 104
FailParentOnFailure, containers, 104
FileDataColumnID, Import Column transform, 420
FileNameColumnName, Flat File Source/Destination Adapters, 401
ForcedExecutionResult, containers, 105
ForcedExecutionValue, containers, 105
ForcedExecutionValueType, containers, 105
ForceExecutionValue, containers, 105
hiding, 171
ID
   containers, 103
   variables, 139
Integration Services Server, 340
IsolationLevel, containers, 105
IsSorted, Merge transform, 413
LocaleID, scoping, 101
LoggingMode, containers, 106
MaxConcurrentExecutables, 514
MaximumErrorCount, containers, 104
MessageSourceType, 180
Name
   containers, 103
   variables, 138
Operation, File System Task, 178
package configuration values, 526
Package container, 115-117
   CreationDate, 116
   CreatorComputerName, 116
   CreatorName, 116
   MaxConcurrentExecutables, 116
   PackagePriorityClass, 116
   PackageType, 115
   VersionBuild, 116
   VersionComments, 116
   VersionGUID, 117
   VersionMajor, 116
   VersionMinor, 116
PackageID, 174
PackageName, 174
password, 623
QualifiedName, variables, 139
RaiseChangedEvent, variables, 139
ReadOnly, variables, 139
RetainConnection, database connection managers, 222
RetainNulls, Flat File Source/Destination Adapters, 401
RetainSameConnection, connection managers, 215
RunInOptimizedMode, 384
Scope, variables, 139
Script Task, 264-265
SmtpConnection, 180
SortKeyPosition, Merge transform, 413
SourceFileConnectionManager, tasks, 624
StandardErrorVariables, 207
StandardOutputVariable, 207
StorageLocation, 174
SynchronousInputID, 457
SystemVariable, variables, 140
task user interfaces, 649
Taskhost containers, 106
tasks
  connection manager, 624-625
  feature, 622-624
  SSIS-specific, 625-626
TransactionOption, containers, 105
Value, variables, 139
ValueType, variables, 139
variables
  CreationName, 139
  description, 139
  EvaluateAsExpression, 140
  Expression, 140
  ID, 139
  Name, 138
  QualifiedName, 139
  RaiseChangedEvent, 139
  ReadOnly, 139
  Scope, 139
  SystemVariable, 140
  Value, 139
  ValueType, 139
viewing, 83
WaitForMe, 639
WSDLFile, 201
Properties window (stock task UI), 171
Properties window (Visual Studio), 77
property expressions, 154
  accessing, 156
  data flow, 158-160
  in the pipeline, 160
  Send Mail Task example, 154-155
protection levels, 371
DontSaveSensitive, 368
EncryptAllWithPassword, 369
EncryptAllWithUserKey, 369
encryption, 371
EncryptSensitiveWithPassword, 369
EncryptSensitiveWithUserKey, 368
ServerStorage, 370
ProvideComponentProperties method, 673, 677, 699
  component outputs, 678-679
  runtime connections, 677
providers (log), 303
stock, 300
  Designer Log Events, 302
  SQL Profiler, 302
  SQL Server, 302
  Text File, 300
  Windows Event, 300
  XML, 301
public queues, 185
Q
QualifiedName property, variables, 139
queries
  building, 212
  data, 191
  event, 191
  Execute SQL Task support, 210
  optimizing, 510
  schema, 191
  targeting, 197
  WMI, 191
query performance constraint, 517
question marks (?), 184
queues, 186
Quick Profile option (Data Profiling Task), 285-286
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RaiseChangedEvent property, variables, 139
raising events, 633, 635
RawFile Destination Adapter, 404
RawFile Source Adapter, 404
reading EXIF data, 687
ReadOnly property, variables, 139
Rebuild Solution command (Solution Explorer context menu), 70
Receive mode (MSMQ Task), 188, 190
records, limiting, 476
Recordset Destination Adapter, 441
Recordset Destination transform, 127
recordsets, creating, 127
refactoring packages, 586
referencing, assemblies, 613-614
RegisterEvents method, 674
registering Taskhost containers, 107-108
RegisterLogEntries method, 674
Registry Entry package configurations, 540-541
ReinitializeMetaData method, 673, 680
destination adapters, 690
destination table metadata, discovering, 690-692
external metadata columns, 692-693
source adapters, 679-681
ReleaseConnections method, 448, 674, 684
relevance (text), 487
Reload with Upgrade command (project context menus), 77
renaming files, 600-604
requirements for custom components, 608-609
resources
   Books Online, 19
   MSDN IS website, 20
   SQL Server 2005 Setup and Upgrade forum, 19
   SQLIS.com, 19
   SSIS forum, 20
   WMI, 191-192
RetainNulls property, Flat File Source/Destination Adapters, 401
RetainSameConnection property
collection managers, 215
database connection managers, 222
retrieving variables, 268-269
roles (packages), 364-366
Roles dialog box, 365
row delimiters, Flat File Connection Manager, 233
Row Sampling transform, 426
RowCount transform, 427-428
rows
   adding source adapters, 450-451
   buffers, adding, 687
   error handling, 388, 697
   profiling, 701-702
RunInOptimizedMode property, 384
running
   packages, 63, 342-343
   Slowly Changing Dimension Wizard, 468, 470-473
   Upgrade Advisor, 31
Running Packages folder, 342
runtime, data flow components, 668-670
runtime connections, 677
runtime methods, 675-676
RuntimeConnectionCollection, 677
sample components
   Data Profiler transform, 672
   JPG File EXIF Reader Source Adapter, 671
   ODBC destination adapter, 672
   SQL Client destination adapter, 672
transform UI, 672-673
samples
sample databases, installing, 16
Script Task
exception handling, 276-277
Internet server files, downloading, 274
loading text files into variables, 275-276
log entries, creating, 276
packages, building, 272-273
Save Copy of Package As command (Visual Studio File menu), 80
Save Package As command (Visual Studio File menu), 79
saving
packages, 79-80
tasks, 641-642
scalabilityexperts.com, 20
schema
logging, 304
queries, 191
Scope property, variables, 139
scoping
containers, 101-102
variables, 140
  Execute Package Task, 142
  inheritance, 141
  parent packages, 143
  sibling containers, 142
  variable hiding, 141
Script Component
asynchronous outputs, creating, 460-461
destination adapters, creating, 451-452
connection managers, 453
  scripts, adding, 455-456
overview, 445
performance, 446
proof-of-concept components, 446
source adapters, creating
AcquireConnections method, 448
CreateNewOutputRows method, 448
email sources, 448
Interop assembly references, adding, 449
outputs, adding, 449
PostExecute method, 448
PreExecute method, 448
ReleaseConnections method, 448
rows, adding, 450-451
transformations, creating
  input columns, 456
  scripts, adding, 459
  SynchronousInputID property, 457
  variables, 458-459
troubleshooting, 584-585
unusual/unsupported sources, 446-447
Script Task, 215
ActiveX Script, 216
as placeholders, 49
assembly libraries, sharing, 271
breakpoints, 266
code density, 271
comments, 270
connection managers for accessing files, 271
custom logging, 309
Dts object
  connections collection, 267
  ExecutionValue property, 268
  IDTSCOMPONENTEVENTS interface, 267-268
  Log method, 266
  Logging method, 268
  TaskResult value, 268
  transaction object, 268
  variables, 268-269
exception handling, 269-270
functions, breaking up, 272
interactive mode, 265-266
junk code, 271
logging, 272
modal dialog boxes, avoiding, 271
progress messages, 271
project properties, 264-265
samples
  exception handling, 276-277
  Internet server files, downloading, 274
  loading text files into variables, 275-276
  log entries, creating, 276
  packages, building, 272-273
  TaskResult, setting, 272
upgrading, 38
variables as parameters, 271
variables, selecting, 261
Script Task Editor, 260-261
Script Task Project Properties dialog box, 264-265
scripts
  adding
    destination adapters, 455-456
    Script Component transformations, 459
  building packages, best practices, 563-564
VTSA, 23
ScriptObjectModel object, 266
ScriptTaskLogEntry event, 298
security
  checkpoints, 593
  nonpackage files, 372
package protection levels
  DontSaveSensitive, 368
  EncryptAllWithPassword, 369
  EncryptAllWithUserKey, 369
  encryption, 371
  ServerStorage, 370
packages, accessing, 362
  SQL server storage, 364-366
  SSIS server storage, 362-364
  sensitive data, 366-368
  Simple File Sharing, 363
troubleshooting, 581
security identifiers (SIDs), 366
Select Certificate dialog box, 239
SELECT clause (WQL), 191
Select Package dialog box, 174, 204
SELECT statements, retrieving data, 510
Select Variables dialog box, 261
Send Mail Task, 179
  configuring, 131, 180-181
  message sources, 132-134
  SMTP connection managers, 131
  custom breakpoint, 181
Send mode (MSMQ Task), 187
sensitive data
  identifying, 366-368
  Taskhost containers, 110
Sequence container, 113
  transaction support, 111
  workflow, building, 112
SequenceContainers package, 111
server availability constraint, 517
Server Configuration dialog box, 13
Server Explorer window, 86
servers
  caching, 347
  Integration Services
    connecting, 341
    properties, 340
    remote connections, 342
    settings, viewing, 86
    starting, 340
ServerStorage protection level, 370
services, finding information, 196
Set as Startup Object command (project context menus), 76
SetString method, 687
settings (DTS), migrating, 35
Setup Support Files dialog box, 11
sharing assembly libraries, 271
Sharma, Ashvini, 571
SIDs (security identifiers), 366
similarity threshold, 481
simple expressions, 152
Simple File Sharing, 363
simplifying packages, 585
Slowly Changing Dimension transform
  Fixed Attribute, 467
  inferred member, 466-467
  overview, 464-465
  performance, 476
    Lookup, 477
    new, 477
    outputs, 477
    records, 476
  profile, 464
  Type 1, 465
  Type 2, 465-466
  Type 3, 467
Slowly Changing Dimension Wizard
  attribute change types, 470
  data flow
    Changing, 475
    Fixed Attribute Output, 476
    Historical, 474-475
    Inferred Member Updates, 475
    New Output, 473
    Unchanged Output, 476
  fixed/changing attribute, 471
  Historical Attribute options, 471
  performance, 476-477
  records, matching, 468
  running, 468, 470-473
  steps, 467-468
  Welcome screen, 468
SMO Server Connection Manager, 248-249
SMTP Connection Manager, 131, 181, 249
SmtpConnection property, 180
snapshots (code), 353
Solution Explorer (Visual Studio)
  context menu, 69
    build options, 70-71
  Startup Projects dialog box, 71-72
  data sources, 76
  individual package context menus, 76-77
  Project context menu, 72-73
  Project Pages dialog box, 74
  Project Properties dialog box, 74-75
  source control, 357
  SSIS Packages Node context menu, 75
solutions
  adding, source control, 355
  creating, BIDS, 44
  custom components, 611
  opening, 358
Sort transform
  configuring, 437-438
  profile, 436
SortKeyPosition property (ADO.NET Source Adapter), 396-397
SortKeyPosition property, Merge transform, 413
SortProperties attribute, 655
source, 352-358
Source Adapter (ADO.NET), 394
  configuring, 394-395
  IsSorted property, 395-397
  SortKeyPosition property, 396-397
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source adapters, 392, 677
  AcquireConnections method, 683-684
    creating
      AcquireConnections method, 448
      CreateNewOutputRows method, 448
    email sources, 448
    Interop assembly references, adding, 449
    outputs, adding, 449
    PostExecute method, 448
    PreExecute method, 448
    ReleaseConnections method, 448
    rows, adding, 450-451
Data Flow Task, 379
DtsPipelineComponent attribute, 677
Excel, 397
  configuring, 398-399
  profile, 398
Flat File, 400-402
JPG G=File EXIF Reader, 671
OLE DB, 402-403
ProvideComponentProperties method, 677
  component outputs, 678-679
  runtime connections, 677
RawFile, 404
Reinitialize method, 679-681
ReleaseConnections method, 684
  responsibilities, 688
runtime approach
  buffer rows, adding, 687
  column IDs, storing, 686
  columns, establishing, 685
  connections, acquiring, 686
  data, inserting, 687
  dispositions, handling, 687
  EXIF data, reading, 687
  files, looping through, 686
  rows, ending, 688
  Validate method, 681-682
XML
  configuring, 405-406
  profile, 405
source control, 352
  asymmetrical checkins, 358
  best practices, 357
  BIDS, 353
    configuring, 354-355
    Pending Checkins window, 357
    Solution Explorer, 357
    Source Control menu, 355-357
    Source Control toolbar, 357
  branching, 353
  checking in/out, 352
  default directories, 358
  diffing, 353, 358
  labeling, 353
  merging, 353
  multiple checkouts, 358
  solutions, opening, 358
  Source Repository, 352
  SQL Server Management Studio, 358
  synchronizing, 352
Source Control menu, 355
  checking in/out, 356
  history, viewing, 356-357
  lastest version, getting, 355
  undo checkouts, 356
Source Control toolbar, 357
source files, task user interfaces, 651
Source Repository, 352
SourceDB log event, 308
SourceFileConnectionManager property, tasks, 624
sources (email), creating, 448
SourceSafe Options dialog box, 355
SourceSQLServer log event, 308
specifying Foreach Enumerator settings, 599-600
speeding up data flow
  file sources, 510
  logging, 511
queries, optimizing, 510
SELECT statements, 510
sources, optimizing, 509
unneeded columns, deleting, 509
SQL Client destination adapter, 672
SQL Profiler Log Provider, 302
SQL Server 2005 Setup and Upgrade forum, 19
SQL Server Agent, executing packages, 348-349
SQL Server Deployment option (Package Installation Wizard), 550-551
SQL Server Destination Adapter, 441-442
SQL Server Destination Editor, 441
SQL Server Log Provider, 302
SQL Server Management Studio, source control, 358
SQL Server Table package configurations, 543-546
SQL Task, 91, 309-310
SQLIS.com, 19, 571
SSIS 2005 packages, upgrading, 36, 38
SSIS forum, 587
SSIS Import and Export Wizard command (SSIS Packages Node context menu), 75
SSIS menu, 44-46
SSIS Packages Node Context menu, 75
SSIS-specific properties/methods, adding to tasks, 625-626
  breakpoints, 638-639
  Execute method, 632-637
  ExecutionValue property, 639
  InitializeTask method, 626-629
  saving/loading, 641-642
  Transaction object, 637-638
  updating, 640
  Validate method, 629-631
  WaitForMe property, 639
Standard tabs, stock tasks, 172
Standard toolbar (Object Explorer), 338
StandardErrorVariable properties, 207
StandardOutputVariable property, 207
Start Page (BIDS), 42
StarterTask task, 609
starting
  Integration Services Server, 340
packages, 121
StartTransferringObjects log event, 308
Startup Projects dialog box, 71-72
statements
  INSERT, creating, 694-695
  SELECT, retrieving data, 510
stock connection managers
  ADO Connection Manager, 225
  ADO.NET Connection Manager, 225-227
  Analysis Services Connection Manager, 241
  Excel Connection Manager
    configuring, 228
    OLEDB Connection Manager and, 228-230
  File Connection Manager, 229
  Flat File Connection Manager, 231-237
  FTP Connection Manager, 238
  HTTP Connection Manager, 238-240
  MSMQ Connection Manager, 240
  MultFlatFile Connection Manager, 243-244
  MultiFile Connection Manager, 242-243
  ODBC Connection Manager, 244-246
  OLEDB Connection Manager, 247-248
  SMTP Connection Manager, 248-249
  SMQConnection Manager, 249
  WMI Connection Manager, 249
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stock Foreach Enumerators
Foreach ADO, 323-325
Foreach ADO.NET Schema Rowset, 325-328
Foreach File, 319
Foreach From Variable, 328-329
Foreach Item, 320-321
Foreach NodeList, 329-331
Foreach SMO, 331-333

stock log events, 305

stock log providers
Designer Log Events, 302
SQL Profiler, 302
SQL Server, 302
Text File, 300
Windows Event, 300
XML, 301

stock task log events, 306-308

stock tasks
access methods, 171-172
data-processing, 216
  Bulk Insert, 216-217
  Data Flow, 220
  Data Profiling, 220
  XML, 217-219
Script, 215-216
Standard tabs, 172
user interface, 170-171
workflow, 173
  Execute DTS 2000 Package, 173-177
  Execute Package, 203-207
  Execute Process, 207-209
  Execute SQL, 210-214
File System, 177-178
FTP, 181-184
MSMQ, 184-190
Send Mail, 179-181
Web Services, 200-202

WMI, 190-194
WMI Data Reader, 194-197
WMI Event Watcher, 197, 200

stopping packages, 342

storage path properties, Data Flow Task, 384
StorageLocation property, 174
Stored Packages folder, 343

storing
column IDs, 686
objects in variables, 149
output buffer references, 701
packages
  Management Studio, 343-345
  SQL servers, 364-366
  SSIS servers, 362-364
task user interfaces, 664

string functions, 152
  in Expression Evaluator, 164

strong names, custom components, 612
summaries (text), 487
synchronous outputs, execution trees, 508
SynchronousInputID property, 457

synching, 352
synonyms, 554

system DSNs, 244

system variables, 146
event parameters, 146
functionality support, 146
InteractiveMode, tasks, 662
package functions, controlling, 147
property values on objects, 146

SystemVariable property, variables, 140

Tab Selection window (stock task UI), 171

table driven packages, 323
speeding up, 509-511
storage path properties, 384
transforms, 95, 380
truncations, 381
data-processing, 216
Bulk Insert, 216-217
Data Flow, 220
Data Profiling, 220
XML, 217-219
DTS, migrating, 33-34
error/warning indicators, 56
executing
connections, 632
details, 639
events, firing, 636
events, raising, 633-635
log entries, 636-637
variables, 633
exiting, 662
ExpressionTask, 609
FTP 91
HTTPTask, 609
initializing, 626-629
InteractiveMode system variable, 662
internal state, 662
loading, 641-642
logging, 662
placeholder, 49
resources, listing, 663
saving, 641-642
Script, 215
ActiveX Script, 216
assembly libraries, sharing, 271
breakpoints, 266
code density, 271
comments, 270
connection managers for accessing files, 271
custom logging, 309
Dts object, 266
Editor, 260-261
exception handling, 269-270, 276-277
functions, breaking up, 272
interactive mode, 265-266
Internet server files, downloading, 274
junk code, 271
loading text files into variables, 275-276
log entries, creating, 276
logging, 272
modal dialog boxes, avoiding, 271
packages, building, 272-273
progress messages, 271
project properties, 264-265
TaskResult, setting, 272
variables as parameters, 271
Script Task as placeholder, 49
Send Mail, configuring, 131-134
SQL, 91, 309-310
Standard tabs, 172
StarterTask, 609
stock log events, 306-308
transactions, 637-638
updating, 640
user interfaces, creating, 642
assemblies, 647
attributes, 654-656
connection manager events, 658-659
connections, 657-658
conventions/constraints, 663-664
debugging, 659-661
DTSBaseTaskUi class, 651
forms, adding, 643-644, 646
foundation classes, 651, 656-659
hosted view, 651
IDTsTaskUI, 651
IDTSTaskUIHost interface, 651-652
IDTSTaskUIView interface, 651-653
methods, 646, 649
properties, 649
source files, 651
storage, 664
tasks, connecting, 646
tree-panels, 651
trees, 651
validating, 629-631
variables, 633
warnings, 630-631
Web Services, 91
workflow, 173
  Execute DTS 2000 Package, 173-177
  Execute Package, 203-207
  Execute Process, 207-209
  Execute SQL, 210-214
  File System, 177-178
  FTP, 181-184
  MSMQ, 184-190
  Send Mail, 179-181
  Web Services, 200-202
  WMI, 190-194
  WMI Data Reader, 194-197
  WMI Event Watcher, 197, 200
writable property values, 662
TaskTimeOut log event, 308
TaskType parameter, 621
Term Extraction transform, 488
  indexes, 487
  profile, 488
  relevance, 487
  summaries, 487
  theme keywords, categorizing, 487
  Transformation Editor, 488-489
term frequency, 487
Term Lookup transform, 489-490
testing packages, best practices, 570
text, 486
  indexes, 487
  relevance, 487
  summaries, 487
  term extraction, 488-489
  term frequency, 489-490
  theme keywords, categorizing, 487
Text File Log Provider, 300
text files, loading into variables, 275-276
theme keywords (text), categorizing, 487
Theory of Constraints, 516
  bottleneck processing, easing, 521
  constraints
    exploiting, 520
    identifying, 516
    prioritizing, 517
    elevating bottlenecks, 521
Thomson, Jamie, 19
threads, execution trees, 509
toolboxes
  BIDS, 46
  BIDS designer, 52-53
tools
  BIDS Helper, best practices for building packages, 564-566
  ETL, 4
  migration
    Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 32
    Migration Wizard, 32-35
    Upgrade Advisor, 29-31
  WMI, 191-192
trace files, logging, 298-299
Transaction object, adding to tasks, 637-638
transaction properties, containers, 105-106
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transactions
  isolation levels, SQL Task, 215
  scoping containers, 101
  Sequence containers, support, 111
tasks, 637-638
transform UI sample, 672-673
transformations
  additive, 378
  creating, 456
    input columns, 456
    scripts, adding, 459
  SynchronousInputID property, 457
  variables, 458-459
transforms, 698
  Aggregate, 125
  asynchronous, Data Flow Task optimization, 513
  attributes, 699
  auditing, 424
    Audit, 424-426
    Percentage Sampling, 426
    Row Sampling, 426
    RowCount, 427-428
column profiles, 699-701
Data Conversion, 126
Data Flow Task, 95, 380
data manipulation, 392
  Aggregate, 429-431
  Character Map, 431
  Copy Column, 432
  Data Conversion, 432, 435
  OLE DB Command, 435
  Sort, 436-438
Data Profiler, 672
Flow Control, 392, 407
  Conditional Split, 407
  Derived Column, 408-409
Export Column, 422-424
Import Column, 419-420
Lookup, 418
Merge, 412-413
Merge Join, 414-415
Multicast, 415-416
Union All, 416-417
Fuzzy Grouping
  configuring, 483-486
  profile, 482
  rows, grouping, 483
Fuzzy Lookup, 478
  configuring, 478-481
  duplicate names, finding, 478
  profile, 478
internal Input/Output, 512
Lookup, 491
  Cache connection manager, 494
  Cache Transform, 493-494
  configuring, 494-496
  Miss Cache, 492-493
  new features, 492-495
  No Match output, 492
  Slowly Changing Dimensions, 477
output buffer references, storing, 701
output columns, defining, 699
performing, 702-703
Recordset Destination, 127
rows, profiling, 701-702
Slowly Changing Dimension
  Fixed Attribute, 467
  inferred member, 466-467
  overview, 464-465
  performance, 476-477
  profile, 464
  Type 1, 465
  Type 2, 465-466
  Type 3, 467
IDtTaskUI, 651
IDTSTaskUIHost interface, 651-652
IDTSTaskUIView interface, 651-653
methods, 646, 649
properties, 649
source files, 651
storing, 664
tasks, connecting, 646
tree-panels, 651
trees, 651
user keys
defined, 372
encryption and, 372
utilities
Configurations Editor, 536
Deployment, 548-549
configuring, 74
File System Deployment option, 550
launching, 550
packages, moving, 552
SQL Server Deployment option, 550-551
V
Validate method, 673-674, 681-682
adding to tasks, 629-631
validating
data flow components, 667
File Connection Manager, 229
tasks, 629-631
Value Inclusion profiles (Data Profile Viewer), analyzing, 292
Value property, variables, 139
values, extracting collections, 129
ValueType property, variables, 139
variable access method, 172
variable expressions, 160
variable hiding, 141
variable mappings
configuring, 129
Foreach Enumerators, 317
variable scope, 140
Execute Package Task, 142
inheritance, 141
parent packages, 143
sibling containers, 142
Variable Window Extensions feature (BIDS Helper), 566
VariableDispenser parameter, 633
variables, 90-92
adding, 123
as parameters, 271
best practices for building packages, 558
creating, 147
customizing, 147
environment, creating, 537
EvaluateAsExpression property example, 148-149
Execute Package Task, 205
execution behaviors, 147-148
expressions, 153
filtering, 663
inner, Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 176
local-scoped, viewing, 83
namespaces, 144-146
objects, storing, 149
outer, Execute DTS 2000 Package Task, 177
parent, hiding, 149
properties, 138-140
scoping, containers, 102
Script Component transformations, 458-459
Script Task, 268-269
system, 146-147
tasks, 633
text files, loading, 275-276
types, 143-144
Variables command (SSIS menu), 44
Variables window (Visual Studio), 78
VersionBuild property, 116
VersionComments property, 116
VersionGUID property, 117
VersionMajor property, 116
VersionMinor property, 116
View Code command (project context menus), 76
View Designer command (project context menus), 77
viewers, data flow
configuring, 61
interaction, 64
packages, running, 63
viewing
breakpoints, 82
buffer components, 669
container hierarchy, 83
local-scoped variables, 83
log events, 66
object values, 82
packages
contents, 76
diagnostic information, 85
errors, 84-85
properties, 83
server settings, 86
views
Package Explorer, designers, 65
Progress, designers, 64
Visual Studio
BIDS, 68
Debugging windows, 81-82
Breakpoints, 82
Call Stack, 83
Locals, 83
Watch, 82
Diagnostic windows, 84-86
Error List, 84-85
Output, 85
Server Explorer, 86
Task List, 86
File menu, 79
Save Copy of Package As, 80
Save Package As, 79
Industry Partners platform, 68
Options dialog box, 80-81
Properties window, 77
Solution Explorer
context menu, 69-72
data source views, 76
data sources, 76
individual package context menus, 76
Project context menu, 72-73
Project Pages dialog box, 74
Project Properties dialog box, 74-75
SSIS Packages Node context menu, 75
Variables window, 78
Visual Studio for Applications designer, 262
Vitt, Elizabeth, 571
VTSA (Visual Studio Tools for Applications), 23
W
WaitForMe property, 639
WaitUntilTerminated package, 342
warning/error indicators, tasks/components, 56
warnings, tasks, 630-631
Watch window, 82
WBEM (Web-Based Enterprise Management), 190
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web resources, 571-572
Web Services Task, 91, 200
  configuring, 201
  download buttons, enabling, 201-202
  parameters, 202
Web-Based Enterprise Management, 190
websites
  blog sites, 572
  The Goldratt Institute, 516
  Microsoft downloads page, 191
  MSDN IS, 20
  Obviex, 622
  SQL Server 2005 Setup and Upgrade forum, 19
  SQLIS.com, 19
  SSIS forum, 20
  WMI, 192
Welcome screen (Slowly Changing Dimension Wizard), 468
WHERE clause, WQL, 191
While loops, 315-316
wildcards, FTP Task, 183-184
windows
  Breakpoints, 82
  Call Stack, 83
  Debugging (Visual Studio), 81-83
  Diagnostic (Visual Studio
    Error List, 84-85
    Output, 85
    Server Explorer, 86
    Task List, 86
  Error List, 84-85
  Locals, 83
  Log Events, 65-67
  Navigator, 56
  Object Explorer, 338
  Output, 85
  Pending Checkins, 357
  Properties (stock task UI), 171
  Properties (Visual Studio), 77
  Server Explorer, 86
  Tab Selection, stock task UI, 171
  Task List, 86
  Variables (Visual Studio), 78
  Watch, 82
Windows Event Log Provider, 300
Windows Event Viewer, opening, 296
Windows Management Instrumentation, 190
Windows Vista Features dialog box, 185
WITHIN clause, WQL, 191
wizards
  Import/Export, 3, 17
  Migration, 32
    connections, 34
    launching, 35
    migration failure, 32
    settings, 35
    tasks, 33-34
  Package Configuration, 531-532
    configurations, creating, 528
    Parent Package Variable configurations, 542
    Registry settings, 541
    SQL Server Table configurations, 544
  Package Installation, 548, 550
    File System Deployment option, 550
    launching, 550
    SQL Server Deployment option, 550-551
Slowly Changing Dimension
  attribute change types, 470
  data flow, 473-476
  fixed/changing attribute, 471
  Historical Attribute options, 471
  performance, 476-477
  records, matching, 468
running, 468-473
steps, 467-468
Welcome screen, 468

WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation), 190
classes, 197
namespaces, 193
queries, 191
website, 192

WMI Browser, 191

WMI Connection Manager, 249

WMI Data Reader Task, configuring, 194-197

WMI Event Watcher Task
configuring, 197, 200
custom events, 200
executing, 200

WMI Query Language, 190

WMI Task, 190
connection manager, 192-194
resources, 191-192

Work Offline command (SSIS menu), 44

workflow. See also workflow tasks
building, Sequence container, 112
data flow, compared
connecting lines, 96
execution, 96
functional gamut, 97
loop driven, 595-599
organizing, 100

workflow tasks, 173
Execute DTS 2000 Package, 173
configuring, 174-177
custom breakpoints, 177
DTS packages, creating, 177
nonstandard settings, 177
Execute Package, 203
configuring, 204
out of process, 206-207

package-protection options, 206
variables, 205

Execute Process
configuring, 207-208
example package, 208-209

Execute SQL
configuring, 210-212
parameters, mapping, 212-214
queries, support, 210

File System, 177-178

FTP, 181
configuring, 182-183
wildcards, 183-184

MSMQ, 184-185
configuring, 186-190
custom breakpoints, 190

Send Mail, 179
configuring, 180-181
custom breakpoint, 181

Web Services, 200
configuring, 201
download buttons, enabling, 201-202
parameters, 202

WMI, 190
connection manager, 192-194
resources, 191-192

WMI Data Reader, 194, 196-197
WMI Event Watcher
configuring, 197, 200
custom events, 200
executing, 200

WQL (WMI Query Language), 190-193
WSDLFile property, 201

WSTaskBegin log event, 308
WSTaskEnd log event, 308
WSTaskInfo log event, 308
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XML
  checkpoint file, 590
  package configurations, 534-535

XML Log Provider, 301, 535

XML Source Adapter
  configuring, 405-406
  profile, 405

XML Task, 217
  configuring, 218
  nonstandard settings, 219

XPath, 329